Episode 261: Perspectives on omicron subvariants and treatment
Dear colleagues,
This episode will contain less data and more reflections than usual.
Omicron and beyond
Ep 261-1: Based on specific antibodies, the Omicron surge in US has resulted in the infection of over
2/3 of the children, with most pronounced rise in the less than 5 years, a population that is not yet
eligible for vaccination.

This has led to a peak in hospitalizations of children, which was 5 times the peak of the Delta wave
and also 3.5 times more admission to intensive care than during Delta. Hence the impression that
Omicron is not that innocent for children.
Ep 261-2: Lindsey Wang in JAMA Ped. carefully matched almost 50,000 children under five infected
with either delta or omicron and found that the incidence rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection with
Omicron variant was 6 to 8 times that of Delta variant but severe clinical outcomes were less
frequent than with Delta variant.
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Ep 261-3 A and B: Remarkably, at the same time, a communication by Reuters in A: Omicron
is as severe as other COVID variants in a-large U.S. study
In fact in Ep 261-3 B Zachary Strasser et al. in Res Square investigated over 130,000 patients in
Massachusetts over the course of 4 periods and they find
- The unadjusted rates of hospital admission and mortality appeared to be higher in previous
waves compared to the Omicron period,
- After adjusting for confounders including various demographics, Charlson comorbidity index
scores, and vaccination status, the risks of hospitalization and mortality were nearly identical
between periods.

Ep 261-4: Ellen Callaway in Nature Briefing 10 May 2022 has talked with several experts and
cautiously proposes a model where SARS-CoV-2 becomes more “predictable” (and endemic) IF the
pattern with consecutive immune-escaping omicron subvariants continues. This could lead to a
more “flu-like scenario” with relatively mild disease in a population with a decent level of immunity,
but, of course, the sudden emergence of “completely new” variants cannot be excluded….
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Ep 261-5: A similar reflection by Gretchen Vogel in Science with some emphasis on the mutations in
L452 op the receptor binding domain, which are present in all new BA.2 subvariants and in Delta as
well. These mutations could have a role in receptor binding and immune escape.
With regard to Delta, several experts repeatedly pointed to the possibility that Delta may re-emerge
(as a different subvariant of recombinant?)
Ep 261-6: Karin Yaniv in Science of Total Environment calls attention for the Cryptic circulation of the
Delta variant during the Omicron rise in wastewater in Israel. According to the developed
model, it can be expected that the Omicron levels will decrease until eliminated, while Delta variant
will maintain its cryptic circulation may result in the reemergence of a Delta morbidity wave or in the
possible generation of a new threatening variant.

SOME CONCLUSIONS:
1) Omicron has increased the number of pediatric infections and hospitalizations (in the US),
but is in fact less severe than Delta.
2) Remarkably, a large study in the general population of Massachusetts shows than omicron is
(intrinsically) equally pathogenic, if all confounders, including vaccination, are controlled for.
3) The present viral evolution of successive omicron subvariants may suggest that we are
heading towards a “flu-like” scenario.
4) Re-emergence of Delta descendants or of completely new variants remains possible.
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Treatment
1) News on Paxlovid
Ep 261-7: Paxlovid fails to prevent infection among household contacts of patients with COVID-19:
when adults who had an infected household member took the drug for either 5 or 10 days, they
were 32% or 37% less likely than those on a placebo to later test positive themselves—but the
differences between the groups were not statistically significant.
Ep 261-8: Practical guide for drug-drug-interactions
Step 1: Establish the complete list with all current medications, including over-the counter drugs,
herbal products, and recreational substances.
Step 2: Identify potential DDIs using specialized resources (e.g. www.covid19-druginteractions.org).
Step 3: Assess the risk/benefit of NMV/r treatment in presence of an interacting medication (Table)
The following strategies should be considered when managing DDIs with NMV/r:
i)
pausing the comedication if it is clinically appropriate to do so;
ii)
monitoring or dose adjustment of the comedication
iii)
switch comedication;
iv)
patient counselling about potential DDIs with advice to withhold temporarily a
comedication if feeling unwell or
v)
use of alternative COVID-19 therapy (sotrovimab, remdesivir, molnupiravir)
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2) News on Interferon:
Several trials with type 1 IFN (alpha-beta) in hospitalized mainly unvaccinated COVID patients have
failed to provide convincing benefit. Here I will summarize the studies on type 3 IFN (lambda).
Ep261-9 A: Meredith Waldman in Science Insider 5 May 2022 reports on the favorable results of the
most recent large phase 3 placebo-controlled trial in Brazil, based on a press release (Ep 261-9 B), in
the context of the TOGETHER consortium, with EIGER as the sponsor.
Set-up: single injection (dose not specified) within 7 days after symptoms onset.
Population: Non-hospitalized patients who were older than 50 and/or were at higher risk of severe
COVID-19 because they had conditions including diabetes, obesity, high blood pressure, and lung
disease. Eighty-four percent of participants were vaccinated. Over 900 in peginterferon and placebo
arm.
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Findings:
- 25 of 916 patients (2.7%) in the treatment arm were hospitalized or spent more than 6 hours
in an emergency room, compared with 57 of 1020 patients (5.6%) who received placebo.
- Risk on hospitalization was lower when treatment was given within 3 days (60 % lower) vs 37 days (40 % lower)
- Only one person in the treatment group died, compared with four in the placebo group.
- No data on viral load
Going back in literature, I found two other very small phase 2 trials, each in about 60 outpatients:
Ep 261-10: Jagannathan Nature Comm March 2021
180 µg sc injection within 3 days of symptomatic uncomplicated COVID neither shortened the
duration of SARS-CoV-2 viral shedding nor improved symptoms ( 30 patients in each arm)
Ep 261-11: Feld Lancet Resp Dis March 2021
Set-up = very similar: 180 µg sc within 7 days of symptom onset or positive test in 30 treated and 30
placebo.
Finding: Peginterferon lambda accelerated viral decline in outpatients with COVID-19, increasing the
proportion of patients with viral clearance by day 7, particularly in those with high baseline viral load.

3) Convalescent plasma
Ep 261-12: Very complex analysis by Herman in medRxiv 22 Feb 2022 on a successful clinical trial
with 2 units of COVID-19 convalescent plasma (CCP) in a small cohort of early hospitalized at risk
patients: there was a very significant improvement of 28 clinical severity and survival.
The main message is that two IgG functions were improved in subjects who responded favorably:
- Anti-inflammatory Fc-glycan profiles, presumably because CCP induced a different glycan
profile on the Fc part of the IgG, which reduced the pro-inflammatory monocyte activation
- Persistently expanded nucleocapsid-specific humoral immunity, presumably because free
nucleocapsid is pro-inflammatory and will be “neutralized” by N-specific antibodies in CCP.
Remarkably, these anti-inflammatory effects were long-lasting.
Clearly, the suggestion here is that CCP is not just “neutralizing” virus (by Spike specific Ab), but
rather diminishing the hyper-inflammation.
CONCLUSIONS
1) PAXLOVID does not seem indicated as prevention of SARS-CoV-2 infection within households.
For treatment, potential drug-drug interactions need to be carefully considered.
2) The TOGETHER-EIGER study suggests for the first time that systemic interferon lambda could
prevent severe disease in at risk SARS-CoV-2 infected outpatients. Earlier doubtful results
with interferon alpha/beta and with interferon lambda may relate to the interferon type (3
better than 1?), sample size and/or choice of “wrong” patient groups: outpatients with
limited risk may mount sufficient IFN themselves, treatment of hospitalized subjectsmay be
“too late” for IFN.
3) The success of CONVALESCENT PLASMA treatment may not (only) depend on the level of
Spike-specific neutralizing antibodies, bur more on “immune modulatory” and antiinflammatory effects.
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Best wishes,
Guido
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